ACTION VIDEO LIGHT

GOPRO is a registered trademark of GoPro, Inc.

As the sun dips over the horizon, night blankets day.
And the truth of the feats and features that make every one of
us a hero, fades away. Until now.
With qudos action butting up to any GoPro® or DSLR we can
tell the untold and make the real “unreal”. 1080°s at 22:30,
surfing after sunset and riding at midnight. You can even dive
to new depths – underwater or on the dance floor.
So come out you dark horses, you night owls, you creatures of
the night – the time for hiding in the shadows is over.
Show yourself.
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FEATURES

150
USB
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WATERPROOF
UP TO 40M

WEIGHT
150GM

3 HI POWERED
CREE LEDS

REPLACEABLE
BATTERY

BATTERY LEVEL
INDICATOR

WORKS WITH

ONE SIZE FITS ALL

Designed for your GoPro but works with any action camera with GoPro
conversion mounts. The kit includes a GoPro mounting bracket and two mount
screws. The cold shoe bracket included also provides a versatile two-in-one
solution for use with digital SLR cameras and tripods.

GET IT WET

MODES TO MATCH YOUR GOPRO
ACTION

WIDE ANGLE BEAM

BEST FOR:
Action-packed footage.
WHY:
More light means less blur.
GOPRO FIELD OF VIEW:
“Medium”

TARGET SPOT

NARROW ANGLE BEAM

BEST FOR:
Picking out a subject.
WHY:
More focus means less clutter.
GOPRO FOV:
“Narrow”

ULTRA WIDE BEAM

BEST FOR:
Fill light.
WHY:
Softer light limits blow out.
GOPRO FOV:
“Ultra Wide”
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Just like the GoPro, qudos action is waterproof to 40m. Built with a
marine grade aluminium heat sink and faceplate, polycarbonate lens
and sealed rear battery door, it will never leave you hanging out to dry.

WON’T WEIGH
YOU DOWN

REPLACEABLE
BATTERY

At a surprisingly light 150g, you won’t notice the
extra weight when mounted on your camera. Its
sleek compact design and slimline padded case
make it effortlessly portable.

The pack includes a long lasting 1000 mAh lithiumpolymer rechargeable battery and a handy micro USB
extension cable for charging on the fly.

VIDEO
COMPARISON

GoPro

IN THE BOX

GoPro + qudos action

GoPro has low light functionality when the camera is still, but when the camera is
moving, you need a video light. The qudos colour temperature of 5000k strikes
the perfect balance for more clarity and colour, and less compromise.

qudos action video light, Li-Po USB rechargeable battery, USB recharge cable,
Action camera mount, Mount hardware, Cold shoe + tripod adapter

ACTION

GET SOME.

@_majanalcrew

Fumbling around in the dark can be fun, but we reckon it’s
always better with the light on.
You might want to stick your GoPro + qudos to the underside of
your dirt bike. You might be bonkers enough to go Great White
spotting on the reef. Or, more likely, you’re one of the millions of
action video makers that do something totally different, every time.
Well, now you can do it after hours too.

PROFESSIONAL

WORK HARD PLAY HARD.

@enecco_outdoors

Let’s be honest, the game has changed. Whether we’re
talking about the film industry or photography, whether
you’re a freelancer or an agency creative, you don’t have
the big budgets and big teams like Madmen.
So without the Gaffer or a Best Boy, you’d better get the
gear to show you have some sort of idea. And just because
it’s affordable, doesn’t mean you can’t expense it to ‘the man’!

HOME VIDEO
UNFORGETTABLE.
They can distort, memories. And so can night-time footage. Remember
your kid blowing out the 5 candles on her cake last year? You’re going
to have to, because the video is too grainy.

@knog

From getting your fondest family moments at home, to getting
your mate’s drunken fireside performance at camp singalong,
qudos captures it all.
Now ‘home video’ doesn’t have to look amateur.
Or be at home. Remember that, if nothing else.
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